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Introduction
In accordance with the requirements of the Bowel Cancer Screening Programme (BCSP), screening
centres must have a protocol for handover of responsibility for referral of patients with suspected cancer
from BCSP to a named clinician at the treating hospital.
The SSP is responsible for ensuring that patients requiring discussion at a MDT (Multi-Disciplinary
Team) meeting are referred in a timely manner, and that all necessary information is transferred to the
MDT co-ordinator. The responsible SSP should attend the MDT in person to present the case wherever
possible.
In addition screening centres are required to have prearranged referral pathways for any patients who
need further investigation or treatment outside BCSP
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Method

Suspected cancer at
the time of
Endoscopy

Suspected cancer
on radiology

Unexpected cancer
histology following
endoscopy (NB SSP’s
should see patients face to
face to give these results)

Complex histology
/ Histology
referred to Expert
Panel

Email sent to MDT Co-ordinator (at relevant hospital site from SSP) providing the
following information:
 Name, Hospital Number (or NHS number) and DOB of patient.
 Investigations to be discussed (e.g. colonoscopy / histology, radiology etc)
 Referral details including Date of Referral (date positive FOBt), Date of
Appointment (including those cancelled or DNA and the attended appointment)
and date of investigations (including any dates declined).Target date. Named
clinician.
 Date MDT discussion required (or if specific date not known, investigations
required to be discussed so case can be added once these are available.)
 SSP must have appropriate information available for patients if required.
 WRH surgical rota to be completed.



A tertiary alert form must be emailed by either nhsnet to nhsnet accounts or by
encypted email by the SSP, within 2 working days of the MDT meeting, to the
treating trust if the MDT decision was to refer the patient for a diagnostic test or
treatment for cancer. Referrals to a tertiary centre should be sent by day 35 to
allow the tertiary centre time to arrange first treatment by day 62.



For those cases where a decision is made in between MDT meetings the
Consultant or SSP should inform the MDT Co-ordinator so that a notification can
be sent.

Where the MDT is cancelled, a discussion with the responsible clinician is
required and the patient must be discussed at the MDT meeting held on
another site to avoid delay. The patient should be kept informed by the SSP.

In certain instances the BCSP consultant may make a clinical decision to write a direct letter of referral to
a particular consultant offering specialist services (e.g.TEMS).
In this instance the SSP should check regularly with the patient and if required the centre referred to for
a date of procedure and document on BCSS. Once the procedure is completed, the SSP should update
BCSS with the outcome and progress the patient on BCSS to ensure the relevant surveillance period is
set.
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